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                                Our products are not only superior in quality, but so is the service our partners provide, enabling our customers to maximize their investment and future-proof their site. To deliver this exceptional experience, our partners gain access to a library of online and facilitated training material, and are supported by a team of team of knowledgeable technical support analysts and engineers.
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                                Protege training kits enable you to enhance your integration skills and participate in practical assessments with minimal physical hardware. An excellent sales tool, the kits can also be used to demonstrate the functionality of the system or used as a test bench by technicians.
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                                                            Commercial Security and Access Control


An ICT solution provides access control and intrusion detection in a single, unified platform. Scalable security for any business.
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            Integrated Control Technology

We keep unwanted intruders outside while enabling you to monitor and control access inside.

Whether you’re a small business needing a scalable security system or a large corporate enterprise project with thousands of doors and complex user requirements, a Protege access control system provides a comprehensive and flexible solution that meets the evolving needs of today's users. By incorporating intruder alarms into the platform natively, the installation and maintenance of the Protege access control systems are streamlined for the best end-user experience.

        



    





                    



        

    
      

        
                    


                    

                    
                        

                            

        
    
                
        
            
            
                    
                        


 







For small to medium businesses

With no software to install, Protege WX is a feature rich access control system with unified intruder detection, making it the perfect all-in-one security system for residential or commercial use. The web-based interface means you can configure, control, and monitor your system from anywhere. 

 Learn more about Protege WX




                        

                    

            

            

        

                

    




    


                        

                    


                    
                        

                            

        
    
                
        
            
            
                    
                        


 







For large, enterprise organizations

Easy to operate, simple to integrate, and effortless to extend: Protege GX is a comprehensive access control system with native intruder detection and building automation capabilities. Offering high security protection and advanced programming tools, Protege GX is highly customizable to meet the security needs of evolving business requirements.

 Learn more about Protege GX
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                        ICT Products & Solutions


                            
                                
We’re committed to engineering access control systems that help keep people, property, operations, and information safe. With our large range of products taking care of your commercial security needs, you can focus on the core aspects of your business.
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                        Proximity Card Readers


                            
                                
Smart, stylish, and secure, ICT's tSec RFID card readers are designed to complement your office decor. Available in black or white, with a choice of sizes, and support for multi-technology card capabilities, smartphone access control and optional keypads.
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                        Smartphone Credentials and Control


                            
                                
As a building manager, you can use the Protege Mobile App to monitor and control your business while on the go. As an end user, Mobile Credentials provide the flexibility and added convenience of card-free access control from your smartphone.
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            Trusted by Global Brands

With thousands of access control systems installed for customers worldwide, we protect people, property, and information across a wide range of verticals. With almost 20-years’ experience it’s no wonder ICT is the access control manufacturer of choice for so many.
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            Where to from here?

Our team is always here to help. Whether it's questions on installing software, advice on how to wire a card reader, or information on buying ICT products, we'd be happy to hear from you.
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